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Could impacts of interstellar ices on early Earth have created simple 
prebiotic compounds (e.g., amino acids, proteins, etc.)?

§ Prebiotic synthesis from terrestrial materials:
• Organic synthesis require reducing environment (H2 and CH4).

Miller, Science, 1953, 1959.
• Early atmospheric conditions were likely more oxidizing (CO2 rich)

Brack, Chem. Biodiversity, 2007.

§ Extra-terrestrial sources:
• Quantum simulations show amino acids and aromatics could be shock-synthesized from CO2-rich 

mixtures: Goldman et al., Nature Chem., 2010; Goldman et al., JPC A, 2013.
• Shock synthesis of amino acids observed in experiments: Martins, et al., Nat. Geoscience, 2013.
• HCN polymerization can form simple and complex prebiotics: Koziol et al., ApJ, 2015.

Key issue: Impacting icy materials could be a relevant source of life building 
compounds.
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Carbon containing compounds can comprise as much as 22% by
concentration of a comet.

Mumma and Charnley,  Annu. Rev. Astron. 
Astrophys. 2011. 49:471–524

Impacts result in cycling of materials 
through distinct thermodynamic regions: 
(1) Impact (high-P, high T)
(2) Adiabatic expansion (low-P, high T) 
(3) Cooling & equilibration (low-P, low-T)

Goldman et al., JCP, 2009.
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Quantum (DFT) approaches tend be 
very accurate under these conditions: 

little dependence of chemistry on 
specific functionals.
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Materials under dynamic conditions can take over 1 ns to equilibrate, even 
at 10’s of GPa and 1000’s of K

§ Solution: Density functional tight binding 
(DFTB) is a quantum mechanical semi-empirical 
method that can bridge these gaps with 
experiments.

§ Problem: standard quantum simulations (Kohn-
Sham DFT) cannot capture experimental time and 
length scale for dynamic processes.

Experiments probe nanosecond time 
scales and beyond, whereas DFT is 
limited to 10’s of picoseconds.

§ DFTB: underpinnings from Kohn-Sham 
Density Functional Theory (DFT):

§ Approximate quantum mechanics 
combined with empirical functions.

§ Yields 2-3 orders of magnitude 
increase in computational efficiency.

Vs = 9 km/s
r = 2.32 g/cc
T = 3141 K
P = 47 GPa

DFTB holds promise as a quantum method that can approach experimental 
timescales while retaining the accuracy of higher order methods.

timeps ns

DFTBDFT Expts./reality
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The DFTB Hamiltonian assumes a neutral charge density n0(r) and 
expands the Density Functional Theory Hamiltonian to second order in 

charge fluctuation dn(r).

EDFTB = φµ
α Ĥµν

0 φν
β∑∑ +ECoul +Erep

Erep is computed via fitting to an 
empirical function; usually pair-wise 
and short range.

DFTB total energy:

Ecoul is computed self-
consistently

Band structure energy from the 
Hamiltonian

Erep augments “bonded” interactions only, and all longer range interactions 
are taken care of in H0µn

two-body potentials.20 The latter, denoted by E rep , are
strictly pairwise, repulsive, and short ranged. The total en-
ergy then reads

E0
TB5(

i

occ

^C iuĤ0uC i&1E rep . ~5!

To solve the Kohn-Sham equations, the single-particle
wave functions C i within an LCAO ansatz are expanded into
a suitable set of localized atomic orbitals wn ,

C i~rW !5(
n
cniwn~rW2RW a!. ~6!

As described earlier,16 we employ confined atomic orbitals in
a Slater-type representation. These are determined by solving
a modified Schrödinger equation for a free neutral pseudoa-
tom within SCF-LDA calculations.30 The effective one-
electron potential of the many-atom structure in Ref. 16 is
approximated as a sum of spherical Kohn-Sham potentials of
neutral pseudoatoms due to their confined electron density.
By applying the variational principle to the zeroth-order

energy functional ~5!, we obtain the non-SCF Kohn-Sham
equations, which, finally, within the pseudoatomic basis,
transform into a set of algebraic equations:

(
n

M

cni~Hmn
0 2´ iSmn!50, ;m ,i , ~7!

Hmn
0 5^wmuĤ0uwn&, Smn5^wmuwn&, ;mea , neb .

~8!

Consistent with the construction of the effective one-electron
potential we neglect several contributions to the Hamiltonian
matrix elements Hmn ~Ref. 18! yielding

Hmn
0 5H ´m

neutral free atom if m5n

^wm
a uT̂1V0

a1V0
buwn

b& if afib

0 otherwise.
~9!

Since indices a and b indicate the atoms on which the wave-
functions and potentials are centered, only two-center Hamil-
tonian matrix elements are treated and explicitly evaluated in
combination with the two-center overlap matrix elements. As
follows from Eq. ~9!, the eigenvalues of the free atom serve
as diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian, thus guaranteeing
the correct limit for isolated atoms.
By solving the general eigenvalue problem Eq. ~7!, the

first term in Eq. ~5! becomes a simple summation over all
occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals ´ i ~occupation number ni),
while E rep can easily be determined as a function of distance
by taking the difference of the SCF-LDA cohesive and the
corresponding TB band-structure energy for a suitable refer-
ence system,

E rep~R !5H ELDASCF ~R !2(
i

occ

ni´ i~R !J U
reference structure

.

~10!

Interatomic forces for molecular-dynamics applications
can easily be derived from an explicit calculation of the gra-
dients of the total energy at the considered atom sites,

MaRẄ a52
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TB
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]E rep~ uRW a2RW bu!

]RW a

. ~11!

This is the non-SCC DFTB approach, which has been
successfully applied to various problems in different systems
and materials, covering carbon,16 silicon,31 and germanium
structures,32 boron and carbon nitrides,33,34 silicon carbide35
and oxide36 and GaAs surfaces.37 Provided an educated
guess of the initial or input charge density of the system, the
energies and forces are correct to second order of charge
density fluctuations. Furthermore, the short-range two-
particle repulsion ~determined once using a proper reference
system! operates transferably in very different bonding situ-
ations considering various scale systems.

IV. SECOND-ORDER SELF-CONSISTENT CHARGE
EXTENSION, SCC-DFTB

The previous scheme discussed above is suitable when the
electron density of the many-atom structure may be repre-
sented as a sum of atomiclike densities in good approxima-
tion. The uncertainties within the standard DFTB variant,
however, increase if the chemical bonding is controlled by a
delicate charge balance between different atomic constitu-
ents, especially in heteronuclear molecules and in polar
semiconductors. Therefore, we have extended the approach
in order to improve total energies, forces, and transferability
in the presence of considerable long-range Coulomb interac-
tions. We start from Eq. ~4! and now explicitly consider the
second-order term in the density fluctuations.
In order to include associated effects in a simple and ef-

ficient TB concept, we first decompose dn(rW) into atom-
centered contributions, which decay fast with increasing dis-
tance from the corresponding center. The second-order term
then reads

E2nd5
1
2(a ,b

N E E 8
G@rW ,rW8,n0#dna~rW !dnb~rW8!, ~12!

where we have used the functional G to denote the Hartree
and XC coefficients. Second, the dna may be expanded in a
series of radial and angular functions:

dna~rW !5(
l ,m

KmlFml
a ~ urW2RW au!Y lmS rW2RW a

urW2RW au
D

'DqaF00
a ~ urW2RW au!Y 00 , ~13!

where Fml
a denotes the normalized radial dependence of the

density fluctuation on atom a for the corresponding angular
momentum. While the angular deformation of the charge
density, e.g., in covalently bonded systems, is usually de-
scribed very well within the non-SCC approach, charge
transfers between different atoms are not properly handled in
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Quantum mechanical calculations 
exclude costly many-body interactions.

H and S matrix elements are pretabulated!

Erep: We take this to be a linear 
combination of polynomials of very 
short range (≥ 2 Å).

n0ðrÞ contains (artificially) no charge transfer. The density n0ðrÞ
does not minimize the functional E½nðrÞ$, but neighbors the true
minimizing density nminðrÞ ¼ n0ðrÞ þ dn0ðrÞ, where dn0ðrÞ is sup-
posed to be small. Expanding E½n$ at n0ðrÞ to second order in fluc-
tuation dnðrÞ the energy reads

E½dn$ '
X

a

fahwaj(
1
2
r2 þ Vext þ VH½n0$ þ Vxc½n0$jwai

þ 1
2

Z Z 0 d2Exc½n0$
dndn0 þ 1

jr ( r0j

 !

dndn0 ( 1
2

Z
VH½n0$ðrÞn0ðrÞ

þ Exc½n0$ þ EII (
Z

Vxc½n0$ðrÞn0ðrÞ; ð7Þ

while linear terms in dn vanish. The first line in Eq. (7) is the band-
structure energy

EBS½dn$ ¼
X

a

fahwajH½n0$jwai; ð8Þ

where the Hamiltonian H0 ¼ H½n0$ itself contains no charge transfer.
The second line in Eq. (7) is the energy from charge fluctuations,
being mainly Coulomb interaction but containing also xc-
contributions

Ecoul½dn$ ¼
1
2

Z Z 0 d2Exc½n0$
dndn0 þ 1

jr ( r0j

 !

dndn0: ð9Þ

The last four terms in Eq. (7) are collectively called the repulsive
energy

Erep ¼ (1
2

Z
VH½n0$ðrÞn0ðrÞ þ Exc½n0$ þ EII (

Z
Vxc½n0$ðrÞn0ðrÞ;

ð10Þ

because of the ion–ion repulsion term. Using this terminology the
energy is

E½dn$ ¼ EBS½dn$ þ Ecoul½dn$ þ Erep: ð11Þ

Before switching into tight-binding description, we discuss Erep and
Ecoul separately and introduce the main approximations.

2.3. Repulsive energy term

In Eq. (10) we lumped four terms together and referred them to
as repulsive interaction. It contains the ion–ion interaction so it is
repulsive (at least at small atomic distances), but it contains also
xc-interactions, so it is a complicated object. At this point we adopt
manners from DFT: we sweep the most difficult physics under the
carpet. You may consider Erep as practical equivalent to an xc-func-
tional in DFT because it hides the cumbersome physics, while we
approximate it with simple functions.

For example, consider the total volumes in the first term, the
Hartree term

(1
2

Z Z
n0ðrÞn0ðr0Þ
jr ( r0j

d3rd3r0; ð12Þ

divided into atomic volumes; the integral becomes a sum over atom
pairs with terms depending on atomic numbers alone, since n0ðrÞ
depends on them. We can hence approximate it as a sum of terms
over atom pairs, where each term depends only on elements and
their distance, because n0ðrÞ is spherically symmetric for free
atoms. Similarly ion–ion repulsions

Zv
I Z

v
J

jRJ ( RIj
¼

Zv
I Z

v
J

RIJ
; ð13Þ

depend only on atomic numbers via their valence numbers Zv
I .

Using similar reasoning for the remaining terms the repulsive en-
ergy can be approximated as

Erep ¼
X

I<J

V IJ
repðRIJÞ: ð14Þ

For each pair of atoms IJ we have a repulsive function VIJ
repðRÞ

depending only on atomic numbers. Note that Erep contains also
on-site contributions, not only the atoms’ pair-wise interactions,
but these depend only on n0ðrÞ and shift the total energy by a
constant.

The pair-wise repulsive functions VIJ
repðRÞ are obtained by fitting

to high-level theoretical calculations; detailed description of the
fitting process is discussed in Section 4.

2.4. Charge fluctuation term

Let us first make a side road to recall some general concepts
from atomic physics. Generally, the atom energy can be expressed
as a function of Dq extra electrons as [32]

EðDqÞ ' E0 þ
@E
@Dq

! "
Dqþ 1

2
@2E
@Dq2

 !
Dq2

¼ E0 ( vDqþ 1
2
UDq2: ð15Þ

The (negative) slope of EðDqÞ at Dq ¼ 0 is given by the (positive)
electronegativity, which is usually approximated as

v ' ðIEþ EAÞ=2; ð16Þ

where IE the ionization energy and EA the electron affinity. The (up-
ward) curvature of EðDqÞ is given by the Hubbard U, which is

U ' IE( EA ð17Þ

and is twice the atom absolute hardness g (U ¼ 2g) [32]. Electro-
negativity comes mainly from orbital energies relative to the vac-
uum level, while curvature effects come mainly from Coulomb
interactions.

Let us now return from our side road. The energy in Eq. (9)
comes from Coulomb and xc-interactions due to fluctuations
dnðrÞ, and involves a double integrals over all space. Consider the
space V divided into volumes VI related to atoms I, such that
X

I

VI ¼ V and
Z

V

¼
X

I

Z

VI

: ð18Þ

We never precisely define what these volumes VI exactly are—they
are always used qualitatively, and the usage is case-specific. For
example, volumes can be used to calculate the extra electron popu-
lation on atom I as

DqI '
Z

VI

dnðrÞd3r: ð19Þ

By using these populations we can decompose dn into atomic
contributions

dnðrÞ ¼
X

I

DqIdnIðrÞ; ð20Þ

such that each dnIðrÞ is normalized,
R
VI

dnIðrÞd3r ¼ 1. Note that Eqs.
(19) and (20) are internally consistent. Ultimately, this division is
used to convert the double integral in Eq. (9) into sum over atom
pairs IJ, and integrations over volumes

R
VI

R
VJ
.

First, terms with I ¼ J are

1
2
Dq2

I

Z

VI

Z 0

VI

d2Exc½n0$
dndn0 þ 1

jr ( r0j

 !
dnIdn0

I: ð21Þ

Term depends quadratically on DqI and by comparing to Eq. (15) we
can see that integral can be approximated by U. Hence, terms with
I ¼ J become 1

2UIDq2
I .

P. Koskinen, V. Mäkinen / Computational Materials Science 47 (2009) 237–253 239
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We have created a number of simulation approaches for materials under 
reactive conditions

§ DFTB for materials under extreme pressures and temperatures (P = 10-
1000 GPa):
• Goldman, et al., JPC C, 2012. 
• Goldman, et al., JCTC, 2015.

§ DFTB with expanded basis set with three-body interactions for 
extremely high pressure e.g., P > 1000 GPa, (DFTB-p3b):
• Goldman, et al., JPC C, 2013.
• Srinivasan, et al., JPC A, 2014.
• Goldman, CPL Frontiers article, 2015.

§ Reactive many-body force-fields based on linear combinations of 
Chebyshev polynomials:
• Koziol, et al., JCTC, 2017.
• Lindsey, Fried, Goldman, JCTC, in prep.
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We run our calculations through a hybrid code using LAMMPS and 
DFTB+, linked via callback function.

This approach is one of the most efficient approaches to leverage all of the 
features of LAMMPS without having to write them directly into DFTB+ code.

• DFTB+: “Master” code
• Sets up LAMMPS input file and 

then instantiates LAMMPS

• LAMMPS: Dynamics/optimiz. driver
• Linked in to DFTB+ as library 

(static or shared object).

• Communicates with DFTB+ 
through a callback function:
fix external pf/callback

• Sends over positions, cell 
lattice vectors; DFTB+  saves 
atomic forces into a LAMMPS 
array via pointer.

DFTB+ LAMMPS

Initiates LAMMPS

“Calls back” to DFTB+
for forces 

LAMMPS exit, 
followed by DFTB+ 

exit

Passes forces
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Fortran code can be linked to LAMMPS through wrapper functions

§ Wrapper functions (linked in via static library):
• Fortran 2003 module which wraps all functions in src/library.h so they can 

be used directly from Fortran-encoded programs.

§ User is required to write callback function in code to be linked.
• Facilitated by use of ISO_C_BINDINGS

§ Two example directories in examples/COUPLE: fortran2 and 
fortran3.
• Our efforts (fortan3) leveraged previous work by Karl Hammond (Mizzou).
• simple.f90: fortran code that calls DFTB+ executable through callback.

§ External callback function is invokes through a fix, e.g., in the 
LAMMPS input deck, e.g.:
• fix 2 all external pf/callback 1 1

Use of fix external callback is easier with a C++ code (our own in house MD 
code for force field development).
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Callback function/hybrid code features

Advantages Disadvantages

~40% more efficient (for small
systems) than our previous
implementation (communication 
through disk i/o).

Writing a mixed language code can be 
tricky: function names, arrays, 
argument calls and types. 
• Can leverage the Fortran 2003 

ISO_C_BINDINGS module

Allows DFTB+ users to run LAMMPS 
driven calculations (mostly) through the 
regular DFTB+ input environment.

Usability is somewhat limited to DFTB+ 
users. 

Arguably easier to implement that 
creating a DFTB+ library and linking in 
to LAMMPS.
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Glycine chemistry under extreme conditions could have played a 
significant role in the synthesis of prebiotic materials on early Earth. 

§ Amino acids such as glycine could have been 
abundant in the Archaean ocean, possibly 
introduced by extraterrestrial means. 

§ Stepwise synthesis in submarine 
hydrothermal vents could have readily 
facilitated the multiplicative oligomerization of 
glycine (Matsuno, 1999).

§ Glycine has been found in cometary material 
(Elsila, 2009), and could have been formed in 
the process of comet or meteoritic impact 
(Furukawa, 2009; Goldman, 2010; Martins, 
2013).

§ However, the survivability and reactivity of 
amino acids and under material when 
subjected to extreme conditions is still an 
open question.

We have studied the autocatalytic nature of 
aqueous glycine subjected to rapid cycling 
from high thermodynamic conditions.

glycine
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Our DFTB models indicate that glycine can oligomerize easily in 
aqueous environments under ambient conditions (1 g/mL, 298 K).

§ Computed at 300 K and 1 atm
using our DFTB models      

§ Constructed from 259 
independent single-core 
simulations, 5.2 ns combined 
(1 week of wall clock time)

§ Cost for a similar DFT 
calculation would be 
prohibitive

§ Can feasibly compute free 
energy surfaces for many 
state points simultaneously 

starting structure in order to probe possible influences of the
peptide bond’s conformation on hydrolysis. However, during
the simulation, the cis-diglycine transforms into the trans isomer
before hydrolysis sets in (this part of the mechanism is not
depicted in Figure 6). In the first step of the initial cis to trans
isomerization a water molecule attacks the amide carbon atom
and the activation barrier for this process is about 140 kJ/mol
(33 kBT500); see Figure 6d. After several protonation/deproto-
nation steps of the oxygen atoms of this intermediate a hydroxyl
group is eliminated regenerating the peptide but in terms of the
trans isomer 4′. Since the eliminated oxygen atom stems from
the peptide this process corresponds to an O-exchange at the
peptide group. The protonation/deprotonation steps at the
nitrogen atom are associated with a free energy barrier of about
40 kJ/mol (∼10 kBT500).

The mechanism of peptide hydrolysis itself is very different
at HPW. Hydrolysis starts at HPW conditions with an attack of
a water molecule on the peptide group carbon atom of 4′, like
the oxygen exchange mechanism, and not with a protonation
of the amide nitrogen atom as observed in ABW. Note that
unlike in 4, the initial structure in the ABW scenario, the
C-terminus of 4′ is protonated in high-pressurized water which
is in accordance with its much lower dielectric constant.
Moreover, in contrast to the corresponding process at ambient
conditions the resulting excess proton of the attacking water
molecule is not accepted by the solvent, but directly transferred

instead to the N-terminus of the dipeptide resulting in the
intermediate 4.1′. Again, the low dielectric constant of HPW
tends to suppress the involvement of charged species in this
reaction step. The free energy of activation is about 140 kJ/
mol (33 kBT500) which is thus the same barrier as found for the
first step of the O-exchange. Making use of an intramolecular
proton transfer step from the N-terminus the peptide group
nitrogen atom is protonated and the peptide bond breaks apart
thus yielding 5′. This last process is associated with an activation
barrier of 54 kJ/mol (13 kBT500). It is found that here intramo-
lecular proton transfer is preferred over water-mediated proton
transfer as generally observed in ambient water with its high
dielectric constant.

The barrier at ambient conditions, 140 kJ/mol, is in ac-
cordance with a previous theoretical study55 investigating
N-methylacetamide hydrolysis in aqueous solution by con-
strained dynamics where the barrier was determined to be 147
kJ/mol in water. In the present investigations a stepwise
mechanism starting with the protonation of the amide nitrogen
atom is observed, whereas in ref 55 a concerted water attack
on the amide carbon atom and proton transfer to nitrogen is
suggested. However, unlike in the case of formamide investi-
gated in ref 55, the system studied here has additional amino
and carboxyl groups and a one-dimensional reaction coordinate

(55) Zanh, D. Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2004, 2004, 4020–4023.

Figure 6. Reaction mechanisms for the hydrolysis of diglycine 4 (a) at ambient conditions (ABW) and (b) in hot-pressurized water (HPW). (c) Corresponding
schematic free energy profiles at ambient (black line and filled triangles) and at extreme conditions (blue line and open squares). (d) Reconstructed free
energy surface for this reaction at HPW is presented as a volumetric data for selected free energy (contour) values (in kJ/mol); 4cis′ is having a cis, and 4 and
4′ is having a trans peptide bond.
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strained dynamics where the barrier was determined to be 147
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Calculations are underway to determine free energy surfaces for oligomerization 
under a wide range of P-T conditions.
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We have created semi-empirical quantum DFTB models for 
water/glycine mixtures using a force matching approach

§ 1:1 H2O/glycine mixtures: 16 water molecules mixed with 16 glycine molecules, 208 atoms 
total (biased towards reactivity and repeated impacts). We include dispersion interactions.

§ 10 statistically independent impact simulations: allows for some degree of ensemble 
averaging of chemistry.

§ One DFTB simulation yields ~15 ps/day on a single CPU.
• Standard QMD trajectories yielded ~1 ps/day using 128 processors total.

§ Extreme conditions: 2.5 g/mL and 3000 K (10 systems total), followed by expansion and 
cooling to 1.0 g/mL and 298 K.

Force matching 
with SVD

DFT force 
calculation (5 ps

trajectory)

MD simulation 
with DFTB

Goldman, JCTC, 2015.
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Three dimensional C-N-O structures form within the hot 
compressed system.
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Expansion (low P, high T) yields an unfolding of 3D structures into 
planar sheets.
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We have analyzed the changes in chemistry and structural 
morphology of the C-N bonded oligomers

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 12

Analysis of C-N oligomer reveals a 3D shape that unfolds to a 
planar morphology upon expansion and cooling.
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structures into planar sheets.
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Analysis of C-N oligomer reveals a 3D shape that unfolds to a 
planar morphology upon expansion and cooling.
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Cooling and equilibrating to ambient conditions (1 g/mL, 298 K) yields 
a wide variety of stable, highly functionalized graphite-like sheets
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Nitrogen substituted PAH’s represent the missing link between nitrogen bearing acyclic 
molecules and prebiotic nucleobases along with vitamins found in meteorites
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Aggregate Simulation Results

§ All 10 simulations yield NPAHs, with one simulation 
also yielding a pyrrole cluster with a C-C triple bond.

§ 8 simulations contain planar or nearly planar polycyclic 
sheets, whereas 2 sets had bridged-ring NPAHs that 
lead to complex 3D geometries.
• NAPHs resemble both enzymes and vitamin related 

products.
• 5 NPAHs contain an oxygen substituted five-membered 

ring (sugar chemistry).

§ All simulations yield prebiotic small molecules, e.g., 
carbamic acid (NH2COOH), guanidine (functional 
group in arginine and guanidine), urea (amino acid 
synthesis).
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Conclusions and Future Work

§ High P-T conditions likely played a role in the synthesis of 
chemically complex prebiotic compounds from simple precursors.

§ We have developed a suite of atomistic simulation methods 
(quantum and classical) that can accurately model equilibrium 
chemical processes while retaining the accuracy of higher order 
methods.

§ New research areas:
• Method Development: Further DFTB method development, 

implementation of new Order-N eigensolvers, reactive classical force field 
development, neural networks for reactivity.

• Catalytic systems: Carbohydrate chemistry in the presence of minerals.
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Couple method comparisons

Method Advantages Disadvantages
Communicate through disk 

i/o: lammps initiates and 
executes DFTB+ every time 

step

Very easy to implement via 
lammps pair style.

Can be inefficient: wasted
time with restarting code, i/o

Couple via LAMMPS 
library/callback function

Removes previous 
inefficiencies (~40% faster 

for small systems).

Writing a mixed language 
code can be tricky: function 
names, arrays, argument 

calls and types. 

Couple via DFTB+ library

Likely removes previous 
inefficiencies (~40% faster 

for small systems)

Mixed code issues plus 
arguably more difficult than 
callback function approach
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Example of Fortran wrapper functions

§ Example callback function: 
• subroutine dftb_callback (lmp, timestep, nlocal, ids, c_pos, c_fext)
• c_pos and c_fext are pointers to arrays in LAMMPS

§ Pertinent wrapper functions/subroutines:
• In main program/subroutine:
— call lammps_open() -> instantiates LAMMPS 
— call lammps_file() -> read input file into LAMMPS
— call lammps_set_callback() -> set pointer to callback function 
— call lammps_command() -> send specific commands to LAMMPS

• In fortran callback function:
— call lammps_extract_global() -> create pointers to relevant LAMMPS data, like 

box lattice vectors
— call lammps_set_user_energy() -> set energy for fix external
— call lammps_set_user_virial() -> set pressure virial for system 


